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During this period of social isolation, Peggy and I have continued 
our walks around our area. We had an interesting walk along the 
Banyule Flats, not far from the Old England Hotel where many of 
us enjoyed our lunch in January. The land was originally used as a 
large sheep farm and the woodlands were cleared before 
settlement, with many sawmills in the area. Flooding of the Yarra 
river resulted in a dramatic change to the use of the land. Rich 
soils supported agricultural and pastoral uses, including market 
gardens, orchards and vineyards. 

Two other highlights of our walks have been firstly to come 
across the first gold mine established in Victoria in the 
Warrandyte National Park by a prospector named Louis Michel. 
This find resulted in many optimistic miners travelling to Victoria 
from NSW, and then on to the tremendously rich gold fields in 
Ballarat and Bendigo. We also came across the Templestowe Hill 
Climb site described as “Australia’s most spectacular hill climb 
course”. This was an annual event in the 50’s attended by some 
20,000 spectators where racing cars were judged by the time it 
took to climb a steep, winding, 969 metre hill. We made it to the 
top on our hands and knees! 

RON’S JOKE 

Wife: Did I get fat during quarantine? 

Husband: You were never really skinny! 

Time of husband’s death: 24 April 2020 11.23pm. 

Cause of death: Corona Virus 

APRIL BIRTHDAYS 
(second tranch) 

Glenys Chalk 
Pater Harman 

Lorraine Mannering 

BIRTHDAYS 
MAY  

John Astle 
Susan Astle 

Margaret Doherty 
Wal Hamilton 

Barbara Mathews 
Brian Murphy 

Jennifer Parker 
Chresley Robson 

Robert VanWoerkom 
Stay well. 

CALENDAR OF 
ACTIVITIES 

online discussions using Zoom 

5 May—Committee meeting 
commencing 10:00am 

7 May—Solo Group 
Catchup @ 7:30pm 

13 May—Canasta Group 
Discussion and planning 

19 May— Discussion Group 

Topic to be advised 

26 May—Investors 
The review continues 

28 May—Book Group 1 
Discussion of members 
recent readings. 

 Book Group 2 
Book: The French 
Photographer by Natasha 
Lester.  2:00pm.  (More p2) 

What other activities can 

members come up with that can 

be undertaken online? 
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Creative Pursuits 
Some activities that might be of interest 

2020 Fish Creek Tea Cosy Festival 
Crafters and makers are invited to enter the e-Cosy 
competition.  You make awesome cosies—send us a photo, 
cosies are judged, we award prizes.  No entry fees.  Images 
will be uploaded as an e-Cosy Exhibition for tea cosy lovers 
to view at their leisure.   
Entries close 8 May 2020.   
Go to:  www.teacosyfestival.com.au for full details. 

There’s also an Instagram Competition  
#teacosiesinisolation.  Interpret the theme “tea cosies in 
isolation” using any tea cosy (begged, borrowed or 
otherwise acquired) and post to Instagram 
#teacosiesinisolation by 24 May. 

Mass Isolation Australia 
Ballarat International Foto Biennale is partnering with 
FORMAT International Photography Festival & Gallery of 
Photography Ireland to create a visual record of the 
COVUD-19 crisis on Instagram. 

Australians are invited to share their photographs to build an 
online visual archive of this extraordinary moment in 
history.  To participate on Instagram use  
#massisolation, #massisolationAUS. 
Please read the Terms and Conditions before participating. 
Go to: ballaratfoto.org 

COVID-19 Quilt 
An online global quilt project started by Melbourne artists 
Kate Just and Tal Fitzpatrick.  The project seeks to gather, 
narrate and share experiences of COVID-19 via craft.  They 
are asking everyone to make a square piece of textile art 
using materials they have at home depicting their thoughts, 
feelings and experiences during this period of isolation and 
then share an image to create a digital quilt on the project’s 
Instagram grid.  All ages and skill levels are welcome. 

For project info go to: 
https://www.instagram.com/covid19quilt. 

Garden Appreciation 
If you’re all ‘played out’ with card games, TV, 
cleaning the cupboards etc. you might want to get 
outside and spend some time in the garden. 

The past few months appear to have seen a very 
strong growth in weeds—warm and wet—indeed it 
seems to me that some plants are flowering at ‘the 
wrong’ time of 
the year. 

Glyphosate is a 
common 
herbicide—but 
it may not be 
the best to use 
long term. 

I recently came 
across an article that suggested white vinegar may 
be a satisfactory and cheap herbicide. 

Apparently some people dilute it 50:50 with water, 
but full strength might be the best way to knock out 
some of those tenacious weeds. 

Give it a try. 

Book Group 2 
The next book being read by Book Group 2 is Natasha Lester’s 
“The French Photographer”. 

The book was inspired by the incredible 
true story of Lee Miller, Vogue model 
turned one of the first female war 
photojournalists. 

Natasha Lester worked as a marketing 
executive before returning to university to 
study creative writing. She completed a Master of Creative Arts 
and her first novel won the T.A.G. Hungerford Award for Fiction.  

Book Group 2 meets via Zoom at 2:00pm on Thursday 28 May 

“Lexophile” describes those that have a love 
for words and a play on words, such as "you can 
tune a piano, but you can't tuna fish", "To write 
with a broken pencil is pointless." 

An annual competition is held by the New York 
Times to see who can create the best original 
lexophile. 
There are some examples in this Grey Matter.  
Now over to you for your offerings. 

Police were summoned to a daycare center where a 
three-year-old was resisting a rest 

When she saw her first strands of gray hair she 
thought she'd dye 



Estate Agents 

278 High Street,  

Kew 3101 

call Christopher Ewart 0419 897 979 or our office on  

9854 8888.      cewart@nelsonalexander.com.au  
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Quarantined with hubby for two weeks.  

Gertrude is knitting him something special 

Elaine Provan took 
this photo on her 
daily walk, ANZAC 
Day.   
It was on the 
‘crossover’ of a 
property in Mont 
Albert - simple 
creative message - 
the wind would soon 
blow it undone as 
there was nothing to 
hold it together. 

Joan Teele reports that 

she walked on 

Mentone dog beach.  

“Absolutely gorgeous” 

What did you see while out 
exercising? 

Investors meeting 
Tuesday 28 was the first Investors Zoom meeting.  
Clearly many of the members were somewhat 
distraught and failed to show.  Concern was 
expressed! 

The group’s statistical report showed an overall 
paper loss of about 27% from February this year.  
Unsurprisingly the best performing investment being 
the Zoono Group with a negative 2.4%.  Zoono is the 
producer of non-toxic antibacterial/antimicrobial 
sanitiser. 

We’ve all got a bit to learn to make the conversations 
flow best, but apart from only 2 members with their 
wine and 1 with the chockies the Zoom worked well. 
See you at the May meeting. 

Charlie 

Chairman Charlie in 
stern mode to keep 
participants on topic. 

A will is a dead giveaway Consideration of weighty matters 

Recent Activities 

Welfare Report 
Rosemary McMeekin is back home again following recent 
surgery at  Epworth Hospital and is making a good 
recovery. 

Ted Angleton has had a difficult week and has gone into a 
hospital in Frankston to try to stabilize his condition. He 
and Ivy have been staying at their holiday home for quite 
a while now. 

Shirley Bushnie has been in Epworth for many weeks and 
has just moved to a rehabilitation ward at the main 
campus.  She is having a great deal of pain again so 
making slow progress. She also has several medical 
problems impeding her recovery. 

I hope all other members are keeping well and warm 
and  are able to find some interesting things to keep them 
occupied especially as winter is hitting us with a 
vengeance and  gardening and daily walks become less 
appealing except to our doggy friends. 

Veronica 
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Social Isolation my way 
It has been suggested that people may like to write an 
article about self isolating and exercising in the present 
way of life so here goes… 

I am now in the 
middle of a 
7,000  hectare farm: 
“Koobabbie”, 
Coorow.  My family 
have recently 
inherited this 
property and I am 
now running it.  We 
are preparing to sell it 
and this is not an easy 
task for me as it has 
been both in the 
family for 114 years, 
and my childhood 

home. But my children are not farmers. I had planned a 
visit to Western Australia for several months and made it 
just before “lock down”.   

Keeping fit is easy when you are looking after sheep. 
Sorting, drafting and most of all, chasing, will see to that. 
For the last month the stock man, Billy, has been on 
holidays.  So my round of exercise has also included 
checking and cleaning troughs, and making sure the lupin 
lick feeders are working. They need an adequate supply 
of lupins in them and topping up of the calcium lick.  

I have 2 part time workers, so one does bales of hay 
when needed and the other one fixes the windmills. I 
don’t need that much fitness! 

We have been busy selling down our livestock in 
preparation to sell. Most of this stock went to the Eastern 
States as feed is scarce in W.A.  As sheep numbers are 
rapidly 
declining I can 
only warn you 
that prices are 
only going to 
go up, but as a 
producer I am 
happy. We now 
just have the 
lambing ewes 
and 
lambing has just started, but thankfully, Billy has 
returned.  Hence I will be kept busy checking lambing 
ewes, and hoping madly that no one needs my limited 
midwifery skills - though from experience I know they 
will. Billy has already clearly told me no pet lambs or they 
go back to Melbourne with me. 

The best part of being here, isn’t the heat and the flies, 
but the bush.  The property is known for its conservation 
efforts and has 40% of the farm fenced off as bush.  We 

were very lucky that our grandparents and parents had 
the foresight to leave wide timber belts that grow mainly 
Salmon Gums, Gimlets and York Gums.  Then in 1987 my 
sister and her husband purchased 2,000 hectares of very 
over grazed salt lake country which they just closed up 
and protected.  This has regenerated and is now 
magnificent in spring with an abundance of orchids, 
everlastings etc.   I might add the whole district is known 
for its wildflowers and the farm has 7 rare plant species 
listed.  This gives me the opportunity to go on very long 
walks, either through timber belts, or through the lake 
country.  We all know the rule you should always walk in 
pairs so I text my children where I will be disappearing to 
and then when I arrive back home. They acknowledge this 
by not sending 
anything in 
return!  One day 
I went off course 
on the lakes 
because it so 
nice out and 
managed to 
increase my walk 
to 18 kms, so got 
a stern lecture. I have to admit it would be hard to find 
someone out there.  

I actually have not left the farm since I arrived so am 
really staying isolated. You may have heard that W.A. 
is divided into regions and that you cannot leave your 
region without good cause.  We are allowed into the next 
region, Moora, to access the nearest Dr, chemist, and 
machinery parts but as it is 95 kms it is a trip only made 
when necessary - and usually for such things as a new 
tractor tyre.  Even the little local store in Coorow is closed 
and only does deliveries to protect their staff.  There is a 
mail run twice a week so my stores come out on 
that.  Choice is very limited, and what you receive may 
bear little relation to what you ordered. But I will not die 
of starvation.  I do miss the supply of fresh fruit and 
veggies I enjoy in Melbourne.  

Seeding is about to start here and we are on the look out 
for a tractor driver.  My son, Rohan, had carefully 
arranged a month of 
long service leave to 
do it, but as he is a 
Victorian that can no 
longer happen.   

The other thing that 
keeps me busy, if not 
fit, is sorting up 110 
years of family 
belongings.  My 
family were very good hoarders, and a large house, and 
lots of sheds enables you to do that. I have 90 years of 
cheque butts and tax returns if anyone needs some 
reading matter! 
Wendy Le Get Page 4 



No Muffins ! 
After a bit of pyromania to make best use of the end of 
fire restrictions for our shire and a couple of days forecast 
to be clear I set alight to two large piles of fallen branches, 
trimmings, garden clearing etc. that had been building up 

from before the restrictions began way 
back in mid November. 

Once the piles were reduced to ash it was 
time for a revitalisation walk. 

A good morning to wander around the Port 
of Apollo Bay as it appeared to be 
particularly busy.  A substantial dredge 
had been brought in to dredge out the 
harbour and it was working.  An associated 
boat was chugging up and down 
undertaking an underwater survey for the 
continuing work. 

The down side, of course, 
that there were no muffins 
to accompany our post 
walk coffee. 

Russ  
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Chaos in the air 
A flight is on its way to Sydney when a blonde in economy 
class gets up, moves to the first class section and sits 
down. 

The flight attendant watches her do this and asks to see 
her ticket.  She then informs the blonde that she has only 
paid for economy class and that she will have to sit in the 
back.  The blonde replies “I’m blonde, I’m beautiful, I’m 
going to Sydney and I’m staying right here.” 

The flight attendant goes to the cockpit and tells the pilot 
and the co-pilot that there’s a blonde bimbo who has an 
economy ticket but is sitting in first class and won’t move 
back to her seat. 

The co-pilot goes back to the blonde and tries to explain 
that because she only paid for economy, she will have to 
leave and return to her seat. 

The blonde replies “I’m blonde, I’m beautiful, I’m going to 
Sydney and I’m staying right here.” 

The co-pilot tells the pilot that he probably should have 
the police waiting when they land to arrest this blonde 
woman who won’t listen to reason. 

The pilot says “You say she is a blonde?  I’ll handle this.  
I’m married to a blonde.  I speak blonde.” 

He goes back to the blonde and whispers in her ear, and 
then she says “Oh, I’m sorry” and gets up and goes back to 
her seat in economy. 

The flight attendant and the co-pilot are amazed and ask 
him what he said to make her move without any fuss. 

The pilot replies “I told her that first class isn’t going to 
Sydney.” 
[Who needs to be politically correct.  Ed] 

‘Lockdown lingo’ - are you fully 
conversant with the new terminology? Here are a 
few terms to get you in the groove: 
Coronacoaster 

The ups and downs of your mood during the pandemic. You’re 
loving lockdown one minute but suddenly weepy with anxiety 
the next. It truly is “an emotional coronacoaster”.  

Quarantinis 

Experimental cocktails mixed from whatever random 
ingredients you have left in the house. The boozy equivalent of 
a store cupboard supper. Southern Comfort and Ribena 
quarantini with a glacé cherry garnish, anyone? These are 
sipped at “locktail hour”, ie. wine o’clock during lockdown, 
which seems to be creeping earlier with each passing week.  

Blue Skype thinking 

A work brainstorming session which takes place over a 
videoconferencing app. Such meetings might also be termed a 
“Zoomposium”. Naturally, they are to be avoided if at all 
possible. 

Le Creuset wrist 

It’s the new “avocado hand” - an aching arm after taking one’s 
best saucepan outside to bang during the weekly ‘Clap For 
Carers.’ It might be heavy but you’re keen to impress the 
neighbours with your high-quality kitchenware. 

Coronials 

As opposed to millennials, this refers to the future generation 
of babies conceived or born during coronavirus quarantine. 
They might also become known as “Generation C” or, more 
spookily, “Children of the Quarn”. 

Furlough Merlot 

Wine consumed in an attempt to relieve the frustration of not 
working. Also known as “bored-eaux” or “cabernet tedium”. 

Coronadose 

An overdose of bad news from consuming too much media 
during a time of crisis. Can result in a “panicdemic. 

The elephant in the Zoom 

The glaring issue during a videoconferencing call that nobody 

feels able to mention. E.g. one participant has dramatically put 
on weight, suddenly sprouted terrible facial hair or has a 
worryingly messy house visible in the background. 

Quentin Quarantino 

An attention-seeker using their time in lockdown to make 
amateur films which they’re convinced are funnier and cleverer 
than they actually are. 

Covidiot 

One who ignores public health advice or behaves with reckless 
disregard for the safety of others can be said to display 
“covidiocy” or be “covidiotic”. Also called a “lockclown” or even 
a “Wuhan-ker”. 

Goutbreak 

The sudden fear that you’ve consumed so much wine, cheese, 
home-made cake and Easter chocolate in lockdown that your 
ankles are swelling up like a medieval king’s.  

Antisocial distancing 

Using health precautions as an excuse for snubbing neighbours 
and generally ignoring people you find irritating.  

Coughin’ dodger 

Someone so alarmed by an innocuous splutter or throat-clear 
that they back away in terror.  

Mask-ara 

Extra make-up applied to "make one's eyes pop" before 
venturing out in public wearing a face mask.  

Covid-10 

The 10lbs in weight that we’re all gaining from comfort-eating 
and comfort-drinking. Also known as “fattening the curve”. 
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Marty’s Playground 
Schoolchildren Howlers 
Nero was a cruel tyranny who would torture his 
subjects by playing the fiddle to them. 

Joan of Arc was burnt to a steak and was cannonized 
by George Bernard Shaw.  Finally, Magna Carta 
provided that no man should be hanged twice for 
the same offence.  

Ten Collective Nouns 
Correct answers to Collective Nouns. Edition 6. 

(1) Convocation (2) herd (3) gang (4) mob  
(5) business (6) charm (7) school  
(8) flamboyance (9) swarm (10) skulk  

Now try the next 10: 

1. A …………..of Frogs 

2. A …………..of Geese 

3. A …………..of Gerbils 

4. A……………of Giraffes 

5. A ……….…. of Gnats 

6. An…………....of Gnus 

7. A ………….  .of  Goats 

8. A ……………of Goldfish 

9. A………… . . of Hippopotamuses 

10. A…………  …of Hogs 

Grey Matter Weekly 7 Trump That ! 
Perhaps we should be a little more 
thankful to Mr Trump—never has 
there been a world leader who has 

provided us with so many opportunities for 
great cartoons. 

Did you hear about the crossed-eyed teacher who lost 

her job because she couldn't control her pupils? 

I know a guy who's addicted to drinking brake fluid, 

but he says he can stop any time. 
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